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VREP Project Rubric

Student Name: _________________________________________     Date: ___________________

Items Beginning
(20 Points)

Developing
(25 Points)

Accomplished
(30 Points)

Exemplary
(35 Points)

Exemplary/Professional
(40 Points)

Original Object Creation Student created no original
objects, significant lack of
originality, file may be copied.

Student created objects,
limited originality is present,
overall idea appears copied
and/or not well thought out.

Student created an original
object or objects, originality is
obvious, does not appear to
be copied. Overall quality of
object(s) is strong.

Student created an original
object(s), originality is
obvious, students personality
is expressed in the work,
quality of work is exemplary.

Student created an original
object(s), originality is
obvious, students personality
is expressed in the work,
quality of work exceeds
exemplary.

Background Texture No background/textures/colors
included. Render or submitted
file shows only gray in
background. No effort to make
a background has been
undertaken.

A low quality
background/texture included.
Project may feel unfinished
and more effort should be put
fourth on finishing a unified
cohesive artwork. Novice level
quality.

An acceptable quality texture
or image background was
included in the final project.
Background connects
conceptually to the projects
overall design and 'makes
sense'. Background may still
need improvement.

A high quality texture or
image background was
included in the final project.
The background texture is
exemplar and unifies the
composition.
Near-professional level
quality.

A high quality texture or
image background was
included in the final project.
The background texture is
exemplar and unifies the
composition. Professional
level quality.

Extrusion of Objects or
Characters

No forms were extruded to
form a 3-D model or animated
characters. Modeling is
unacceptable.

At least one object was
extruded to form a 3-D model.
Modeling is at a novice level
and improvement is expected.
Object or character is
extremely rudimentary/flat
and lacks significant detail.

At least two objects or
characters were extruded to
form a 3-D model. Modeling is
at an acceptable level and
improvement is expected.
Objects or characters are well
done and show basic detail.

At least two objects or
characters were extruded to
form a 3-D model. Modeling is
at an advanced level. Objects
or characters are well done
and show high-level detail.

At least two objects or
characters were extruded to
form a 3-D model. Modeling is
at an expert level. Objects or
characters are well done and
show high-level detail.

Textures and Materials
Applied to Surfaces

Little to no texture was
included in the scene or on
the object(s) surface. Project
is unacceptable and student
should explore using basic
texturing/materials/surfaces
again.

At least two different textures
or materials were included in
the scene. The textures or
materials are of a basic
quality and improvement is
necessary. The work is at a
novice level.

At least three different
textures or materials were
included in the scene. The
textures or materials are of a
good quality and little
improvement is necessary.
The work is at an average
level.

At least four+ different
textures or materials were
included in the scene. The
textures or materials are of a
very high quality and little
improvement is necessary.
The work is at a mastery level.

At least four+ different
textures or materials were
included in the scene. The
textures or materials are of a
very high quality and little
improvement is necessary.
The work is at a professional
level.
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Lighting of Scene or Object(s) Lighting was not used in the
submitted scene.

Very basic or rudimentary
lighting was used in the scene
or on the object(s). Lighting
may be inappropriate; objects
are difficult to see due to
lighting used. Novice level.

Fair to good quality lighting
was used in the scene or on
the object. Lighting is
appropriate; objects are easily
identifiable.

High quality lighting was used
in the scene or on the
object(s). Lighting is
appropriate; objects are easily
identifiable. Lighting used
adds a creative aspect to the
scene that adds an emotional
or mood setting aspect.
Advanced level application of
lighting.

High quality lighting was used
in the scene or on the
object(s). Lighting is
appropriate; objects are easily
identifiable. Lighting used
adds a creative aspect to the
scene that adds an emotional
or mood setting aspect.
Expert level application of
lighting.

Presentability Project is not presentable to a
class group or to a VREP
Consortium conference.

Project is presentable to a
class group. Measures should
be taken so that the project
feels more finished.

Project is presentable to a
class group or to a VREP
Consortium conference.

Project is presentable to a
class group or to a VREP
Consortium conference.
Project should be uploaded to
the National VREP Library.

Project is presentable to a
class group or to a VREP
Consortium conference.
Project should be uploaded to
the National VREP Library.

Demonstration of Research,
Reading, Writing

Student has not completed
their project concept primer,
nor have they wrote out and
researched some of their
ideas. Lacking a basic
engineering analysis. Student
has not digitally documented
their progress through
Spiderscribe.net
(text/images/links), and has
not electronically submitted
the required documents.
Student has not completed
the MLA style reflection paper.

Student has completed some
of their project concept
primer, has wrote out and
researched some of his or her
ideas. Completed a basic
engineering analysis. Student
has digitally documented their
progress through
Spiderscribe.net
(text/images/links) but needs
stronger documentation, and
has electronically submitted
most of the required
documents. Student has not
adequately completed the
MLA style reflection paper.

Student has completed a
project concept primer, wrote
out and researched his or her
ideas. Completed a basic
engineering analysis. Student
has digitally documented their
progress through
Spiderscribe.net
(text/images/links) but needs
stronger documentation, and
has electronically submitted
all required documents.
Student has completed the
MLA style reflection paper.

Student has completed a
basic project concept primer,
wrote out and researched his
or her ideas. Completed a full
engineering analysis. Student
has digitally documented their
progress through
Spiderscribe.net
(text/images/links), and
electronically submitted all
required documents. Student
has completed the MLA style
reflection paper.

Student has fully completed a
project concept primer,
explicitly wrote out and
researched his or her ideas.
Completed a full engineering
analysis. Student has digitally
documented their progress
through Spiderscribe.net
(text/images/links), and
electronically submitted all
required documents. Student
has completed the MLA style
reflection paper.
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